Robust adaptive microphone array processing for hearing aids: realistic speech enhancement.
The problem of combining the outputs of an array of microphones as a single input for a hearing aid is investigated. Emphasis is placed on the conservative prediction of realistically achievable performance gains provided by the array over a single microphone. Performance improvement is measured as a change in the speech reception threshold (SRT) between single microphone and multimicrophone conditions. Consistent with previous work, predictions of this change in SRT using intelligibility averaged gain, [symbol: see text] are shown to be good. Consequently, this measure is used, along with changes in signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs), to evaluate array performance. The results presented include the effects of acoustic headshadow, small room reverberation, microphone placement uncertainty, and desired speaker location uncertainty. It is in this context that realistic predictions of speech enhancement provided by robust adaptive microphone array processors are discussed. Performance improvements are demonstrated relative to the "best" single microphone in the array for three types of spatial filters: Fixed, robust block processed, and robust adaptive. The performance of the robust block processed arrays is shown to be attainable with adaptive implementations. One fundamental criterion employed in robust beamformer design directly limits the amount of cancellation of the desired signal that can occur.